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Giving her to me personally Emily Gale didn’t expect that there would be so 

many reporters waiting for her in the hospital. 

Yes, waiting for her! 

Today, she has become the protagonist in the eyes of all reporters! 

“Miss Gale, what do you want to say about the photos of you and Young 

Master Gale on the Internet?” “Miss Gale, there are rumors that you are 

actually Miss Sun of the Gale family. Miss Kylena Gale is fake. Is it true?” “What 

nonsense are you talking about? Miss Ranran…she just came to our house as a 

guest!” Steward Ding and the bodyguards protected Emily Gale behind them, 

but unexpectedly, more and more reporters would come in. . 

“Miss Gale, are you the real Miss Sun of the Gale family? Are those rumors true 

or false?” “If you are Miss Sun of the Gale family, how do you explain the 

matter between you and Gale? Could it be that your cousins… 

“Shut up!” Ding housekeeper was so angry that he almost backed away. 

Pointing to the reporter who asked the question, his fingers were shaking. 

“If you talk nonsense, I’ll sue you for defamation!” The reporter was frightened, 

and this topic finally had reservations. 

But, still reluctant to shrink, continue to ask: “Then Miss Gale, is your 

relationship with Young Master Gale already confirmed? On the Internet, there 

are your intimate…photos, how do you explain this?” “Two Gale’s family, is 

something really coming?” “Miss Gale, there are rumors that you are pregnant. 

Is the child Gale’s son?” “Miss Gale, there was news from the Beiling media 



before that you and Beiling Is it true that Master Jackson Jiamu is together?” 

“Miss Gale, are you on two boats now?” “Miss Gale, please explain…” 

“Get out, get out of town!” Ding The housekeepers and bodyguards worked 

hard, and finally broke out of the reporter’s crowd and entered the hospital. 

After entering the inpatient department, there were security guards and Gale’s 

bodyguards, and the reporters were finally stopped outside. 

“Miss Ranran, are you okay?” Seeing Emily Gale holding his stomach and 

frowning, Steward Ding looked nervous. 

I said earlier that she could not be allowed to come, so Young Master Zyden 

specially ordered today not to let her go out. 

Unexpectedly, things still happened. 

Emily Gale’s face was pale and ugly, and she covered her belly, not because 

her belly was uncomfortable, but because she was afraid of accidentally 

hurting the baby inside. 

“Photo…” 

She finally remembered, took out the phone and flipped through it. 

All of a sudden, the whole person was cold. 

No wonder Zyden Gale didn’t let her go online. 

It turned out that there was a lot of noise on the Internet about her stepping 

on two boats with one foot. 

The most frightening thing is that the so-called intimate…photos of her and 

Zyden Gale are flying all over the sky now! 



At this time, how can you tell that she is Miss Gale Jiasun? 

There is evidence, but 

It is not groundless, once the identity of Miss Gale Jiasun is confirmed, the 

reputation of the entire Gale family will be completely destroyed! 

So she, can never be justified, has returned to Gale’s house? 

Powerlessness, almost completely swallowed her! 

“Of course, don’t worry, Master Zyden will definitely have a way to settle this 

matter.” 

Steward Ding certainly knows what she is worried about. In fact, he is also 

worried about this matter. 

The real Miss Sun is back, and when the old man wakes up, she will definitely 

recognize her ancestors! 

But now, this road to recognize ancestors is too difficult! 

Even if the hot search can be removed in the future to let the matter calm 

down, when the old man publicly acknowledges his granddaughter, this 

matter will inevitably be brought up again. 

Public opinion is sometimes a terrifying force. 

Especially now that the Internet is too developed, the damage of the Internet 

is absolutely unimaginable. 

“I’m fine, Uncle Ding, don’t worry.” 

Emily Gale calmed down, but comforted him: “As long as Grandpa can wake 

up and I can stay by his side, I will be satisfied. 



As for the future…” 

In the future, who Know what will happen, who knows, where will she be? 

There is a baby in her belly. 

She doesn’t want to disappoint her grandfather, so she must not allow her to 

stay by his side when the belly grows up. 

Therefore, for her, in the future, these two words are too far away and beyond 

reach. 

“I’m really okay. You don’t let me go out because you are afraid that I will be 

hurt and you can’t bear the pressure?” Emily Gale smiled slightly, a little 

helpless: “Uncle Ding, you and Zyden are too despised. 

“I didn’t mean that, but…” 

I always didn’t want her to be hurt! 

“I’m really okay.” 

Emily Gale took a deep breath, cheered up, “Let’s go and see Grandpa.” 

The old man’s condition is still stable, but he still can’t wake up. 

However, the others are not in the intensive care unit, they are now in the 

advanced intensive care unit. 

Family members can go in and see him at any time. 

Emily Gale pulled a chair, sat down by the bed, and took grandpa’s hand. 

Thousands of words, I really want to say, but I don’t know where to start. 



If she knew that he was her own grandfather, she should stay by his side and 

stay with him from the beginning. 

Grandpa is already this old, and the rest of the day… 

She has lost her eyes. 

She doesn’t know how long grandpa has, she just hates that she didn’t stay by 

his side earlier and take good care of him! 

“Grandpa,” Emily Gale’s voice choked a little. 

Many words got stuck in the throat and couldn’t get out. 

In the end, she wiped the corner of her eyes and squeezed a small smile: 

“Grandpa, now our family is together, you get better as soon as possible, no 

matter how much wind and rain outside, as long as you get better 

Come, we will all be able to survive. 

“… 

“Do you want it?” 

“The conditions of Hunter Jackson are too far from Zyden Gale’s expectations. 

He and Emily Gale have been together for a long time. In fact, if they are 

happy, there is no reason for the Gale family to stop them. What’s more, as far 

as he knows, Emily Gale actually has feelings for Hunter Jackson. Otherwise, he 

would not be willing to conceive his child. Even if it was not her willingness to 

conceive, but now, of course, I have never thought that I can watch without 

this child. When she came out, she must have been in love with the child’s 

father. But at this moment, Young Master Jackson, on the condition of “Emily 

Gale”, negotiated with him? Zyden Gale thought for a while, his face suddenly 

sinking. 



“Young Master Jackson, you Why use this method to humiliate Ranran? 

She is just a little girl, what can offend you? 

“Heh, as you said, she is just a little girl. What do you think it means for me to 

humiliate her?” 

“Hunter Jackson lit a cigarette for himself, and took two casually. 

The smoke filled his face, and that face was full of wild aura! Like a cheetah! It 

was so dangerous that it was subconsciously guarded. He looked at Zyden 

Gale and smiled. : “I want you to take care of your family and give her to me 

personally. 
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I’m afraid that it won’t take long to let them take care of the family and give 

Emily Gale to him personally! 

What Hunter Jackson wanted was not to humiliate Emily Gale, what he wanted 

to humiliate was the entire Gale family! 

“Why?” Zyden Gale squeezed his palms tightly, his chest was condensed! 

“Our Gale family, when did we offend you and provoke you such a big 

hatred?” If grandpa knew this kind of humiliation, his old man would be so 

angry that he would fall down completely. 

What good is this for Hunter Jackson? 

“You don’t need to know the grudge between me and your Gale family, but 

this is the only condition for me to open it.” 

Compared to Zyden Gale’s excitement, Hunter Jackson seemed very leisurely. 



“And this condition of mine may change at any time. If you don’t want the 

Gale family to be completely in trouble, I advise you to make a decision early.” 

“Joseph…” 

“I don’t have much time for the time being. Consider these things.” 

Hunter Jackson stood up, and he was about to leave when there was not time 

for a cup of tea. 

Zyden Gale knew he was really upset, and didn’t deliberately hang him. 

But he could not agree to this condition. 

“Since I can’t meet the requirements of Young Master Jackson, I assume I 

haven’t been here today.” 

He also picked up his briefcase and turned to leave. 

But Hunter Jackson stared at his back, and said leisurely: “You knew she was 

my woman, why refuse to be so thorough?” Zyden Gale paused, looked back 

at him, and pressed his thin lips. 

“Although I don’t know why you want to retaliate against Gale’s family, have 

you ever thought that when you made this request, you already hurt her.” 

“She is your woman, but not your doll!” Zyden Gale took With a chill, he 

walked away. 

The door of the box was thrown out by a loud noise. 

But Hunter Jackson still just smoked, his expressionless face didn’t seem to 

care about what he said. 

Hurt? 



But when they joined forces to hurt him, when did they consider his mood? 

There are some things, you have to pay a price if you do it, everyone is the 

same! 

“Young Master, now it seems that the person who has been behind Kylena 

Gale is Young Master Five, this matter…” 

“Do I need to pursue it?” Hunter Jackson sneered and interrupted Aspen Li. 

“What they want, since it doesn’t hurt Gale’s interests, why should I intervene?” 

But Aspen Li still felt a little uneasy in his heart. 

“Young Master, why…must hurt Miss Ranran like this? Back then…” 

“Don’t mention the original thing!” Hunter Jackson’s cigarette butt was 

severely pinched out on the ashtray. 

His cold face was filled with a breath of silence. 

His child is gone, his womJenni away, and even if he wants to come back now, 

it is not the one he liked back then. 

He just wants it 

Just a toy! 

“Tell her the terms I negotiated with Zyden Gale, and let her choose by 

herself!” “Young Master…” 

Aspen Li was embarrassed. 

This is really hurtful! 



“What? Do you think I’ve done too much?” Hunter Jackson glanced at him 

diagonally. 

At that glance, there was a deep chill. 

But Aspen Li knew that this chill was not aimed at him. 

He hates the people of the Gale family and the old man of the Gale family! 

It’s just this kind of humiliation, for an old man in his seventies, maybe… really 

can’t hold it. 

However, this is not something that Hunter Jackson is willing to consider. 

“Zyden Gale’s current pressure is not enough. Give him a little more.” 

“Young Master…” 

“If you are happy, you can leave at any time. If you don’t leave, just do things 

for me!” Aspen Li followed him, watching Looking at his cold and cold back, 

he sighed helplessly. 

How could he leave the young master? 

No matter what happens, he will never leave! 

He was just… afraid that the young master would regret it in the future. 

Do things so terribly, hurt, is it really just the other person? 

Does he really feel better in his heart? 

… 

The old man’s illness finally recovered. 



Emily Gale stayed with him in the hospital all day that day. 

In the afternoon, she was rubbing his palm, but unexpectedly, his finger 

moved. 

Emily Gale was afraid that it was her own illusion, did not dare to alarm the 

doctor, and continued to rub him. 

After ten seconds, the old man’s finger moved again. 

This time, it is definitely no longer an illusion! 

The doctor is here, and the whole family of caregivers are here. 

The doctor’s announcement gave everyone a sigh of relief. 

Father, within these two days, he should wake up. 

“Thank God!” Gale Qinghe has lived to this age, and more or less began to 

believe in fate. 

Quickly let people go to burn incense and pray for the old man. 

Gale Qinglian has been guarding her father’s side. For these two days, she 

didn’t want to leave the hospital for anything. 

Gale Mingyang and Zyden Gale also stayed in the ward for more than two 

hours, and they both went out. 

“Look, Dad’s hand is beginning to get stronger, and he just shook me!” Gale 

Qinglian was almost moved to cry, looking back at Gale Qinghe, even her 

voice choked. 

Gale Qinghe had just called the servant and told him what to pray for. 



Seeing Gale Qinglian’s appearance, she was also very moved. 

“It’s okay. Dad is a good person. Good people will live long. He will get up 

soon.” 

Gale Qinglian nodded and looked sideways at Emily Gale, who was standing 

aside: “Of course, thanks to you being by your father’s side and taking care of 

him every day. 

“Isn’t taking care of grandpa’s right? What’s more…” 

Halfway through Emily Gale’s words, her face suddenly changed slightly and 

she covered her lips. 

“ 

RJenni? 

“Gale Qinglian frowned. Gale Qinghe also discovered her fault, she was about 

to go over: “What’s wrong?” 

“No, nothing. 

Emily Gale finally stopped the surge in her mouth. However, the urge to vomit 

was still there. 

She was afraid that she would not be able to hold it, so she hurriedly said, “It 

may be a little uncomfortable to stay in the ward too long Go for a walk. 

“Don’t go too far, grandpa may wake up at any time.” 

“Aunt, don’t be too anxious, the doctor said, it will be the day after tomorrow 

at the earliest.” 



Gale Qinghe nodded and laughed. Indeed, a little too anxious. Emily Gale 

greeted the two of them, and hurried out from the ward, and quickly walked 

towards the end of the corridor. 

There is a bathroom. 

She is going to retching! I retched recently! More and more times, the reaction 

during pregnancy seems to be more obvious. If you continue to do this, how 

long can you hide it from everyone? If you let your grandfather know that she 

was pregnant first when she was unmarried, but the father of the child didn’t 

want them, the grandfather finally got better. , Will you be angry again 

immediately? What should I do? After taking a long break in the bathroom, 

until she was sure she would not vomit anymore, Emily Gale washed her face 

and came out of the bathroom. Just walked to the corner of the corridor When 

he was about to return to the ward, he suddenly heard a familiar voice. He was 

clearly angrily: “You said, Joseph’s condition, is it true? 
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I was originally his person, Gale Mingyang’s voice, clearly filled with righteous 

indignation. 

Emily Gale was stunned for a while, Young Master Jackson… 

Are they talking about Hunter Jackson? 

Why, Hunter Jackson said he wanted her? 

But she was originally a woman from Hunter Jackson! 

Zyden Gale was also very angry, but he was not as exposed as Gale Mingyang. 

“That’s what he said.” 



Thinking of Hunter Jackson’s casual expression when he said that, Zyden Gale 

had an urge to smoke. 

“No! That bastard, we definitely can’t give Ranran to him!” Gale Mingyang 

punched the wall. 

The people who care for the family will never do this kind of thing that sells 

girls for glory! 

Zyden Gale turned around, looked at the distant sky, and said lightly: “I didn’t 

promise.” 

Gale Mingyang knew that this kind of thing, the big cousin would definitely 

not agree. 

However, in the past few days, Zyden Gale is really tired. 

Although Gale Mingyang did not participate in it, he can still see it. 

He stood behind Zyden Gale, and he could clearly feel his body, as if he was 

pressing a heavy load. 

Now, the burden of the entire Gale family rests on him. 

Gale Mingyang finally hated himself a little bit. He was reluctant to join the 

Gale clan before, but now, if he wants to help, there is nothing he can do. 

“Brother Zyden, when Grandpa asked you to enter the Gale family, did you… 

have you ever resisted?” In fact, there is one thing that Gale Mingyang 

remembers clearly. Over there, he knew from a very young age that Zyden 

Gale Like painting. 

He grows up and wants to be a painter. 

And he is used to living a chic life. 



After he grows up, he wants to do many things, but he is not willing to do 

business. 

Therefore, he told grandpa directly that he did not like to enter the Gale 

family. 

So, what about Zyden? 

It seems that after adulthood, I never heard Brother Zyden say what I wanted 

to do. 

“Why should I resist?” Zyden Gale looked back at him, as if looking at a child 

who had not grown up. 

But in fact, Zyden Gale is only one year older than Gale Mingyang. 

“But…” 

“What’s more, you have resisted. What room do I have to resist?” Zyden Gale 

smiled, but his thoughts have been heavy these days, even if it is a smile, it is 

heavy. 

“There are only two children at home, me and you, who can take over 

Grandpa’s business. If you leave, if I leave again, don’t I want Grandpa to 

live…” 

The word death, in the current situation, seems a little bit Not very lucky. 

Zyden Gale didn’t go on, but looked at the time. He said, “If you have nothing 

to do, stay and watch them for these two days. I still have something to do. I 

will leave first.” 

Gale Mingyang knew that he had too many things to deal with. Finish. 



He nodded: “You can rest assured to work hard, the woman at home, I will 

watch.” 

“Okay.” 

Zyden Gale is not hypocritical. 

Only when a man at home watched, he could be relieved. 

“If you are optimistic about Ranran, you must take good care of her body.” 

Although Gale Mingyang doesn’t think that Emily Gale’s young body needs to 

be taken care of, there must be reason for Zyden Gale to take care of her. 

He nodded and said, “I see, don’t worry.” 

Zyden Gale glanced at the door in the distance. 

Although he was still a little uneasy, he really had to leave. 

Now that the road of Hunter Jackson is unworkable, he can only continue the 

old road before, first communicate with the company’s several directors. 

Recently, however, it has been obvious that someone has made a big move to 

acquire Gale’s shares outside. 

He has made people rush to buy, although the price is high, but the speed is 

not as fast as that person. 

Some people want to deal with Gale, like Hunter Jackson, but Kylena Gale’s 

partner is not him. 

Confused. 

I only know that this person is really amazing! 



After Zyden Gale left, Gale Mingyang was about to go back to the ward to see 

grandpa. 

Unexpectedly, when he turned around, out of the corner of his eyes, he saw a 

slender figure standing on the corner. 

“RJenni?” Gale Mingyang was taken aback, looked at her, and then at the 

direction Zyden Gale had left. 

Suddenly, there was a feeling of anxiety: “Of course, when did you come? Just 

now…” 

“If you can hear it, I heard it.” 

There was no expression on Emily Gale’s face. 

All the shock and confusion had been digested by herself just now. . 

“Hunter Jackson said, want me?” “No…no, you got it wrong, how could it be?” 

Gale Mingyang’s smile was a little stiff. 

Zyden Gale explained this matter and must not let the women in the family 

know about it, especially Emily Gale. 

But how did he know that Emily Gale was here? 

Gale Mingyang smiled at her and lied casually: “Brother Zyden just said that 

you used to know Young Master Jackson and they were all from Beiling, haha.” 

“Second cousin, it’s all this time. What’s the point of lying to me?” Emily Gale 

walked over and faced Gale Mingyang’s uneasy smile: “I heard it all, Hunter 

Jackson said, I want me to be the condition of the transaction.” 

There really is not much expression on her face, then Calm down, very 

different from her age. 



“Of course…” 

“What did Brother Zyden plan to discuss with Joseph? What do they want to 

exchange?” I blame myself, these days, I just want to find Grandpa. 

After finding his grandfather, he just stayed by his side. 

She has never given up much thoughts about Gale’s affairs. 

She thought that she didn’t understand anything, and as long as Zyden Gale 

was there, it would definitely be resolved. 

But she ignored that this time Zyden Gale’s opponent is very likely to have 

Hunter Jackson’s share. 

As long as he encounters Young Master Jackson, even if Zyden Gale is more 

powerful, he will probably have to stumble. 

Regardless of 

It was in the past few years, or in this life, as Emily Gale has seen, Hunter 

Jackson has never lost a battle in the market! 

Not to mention, this time, in addition to Hunter Jackson, there is also the force 

behind Kylena Gale! 

Gale Mingyang hesitated, not knowing whether to speak. 

Zyden Gale meant that he didn’t want him to say more, but now it seems that 

Emily Gale will not give up without asking for a result. 

He sighed slightly, then looked at Emily Gale, and suddenly asked, “You and 

Hunter Jackson…” 

“I was his woman. I was together before, then separated, and then later…” 



She bit The lower lip is a shameful thing. 

But, having reached this point, why bother to care about that shame? 

“Later, for some reason, I still became his woman… No, to be correct, it was his 

plaything.” 

“RJenni!” Gale Mingyang’s face sank, how could she be allowed to say such 

things to humiliate her Yourself? 

However, Emily Gale had long since calmed down. 

Meeting Gale Mingyang’s gaze, she smiled: “This is a fact, and there is nothing 

to hide. Second cousin, tell me, what exactly does Brother Zyden want to talk 

to Joseph? He hopes Joseph What do you promise?” 
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He couldn’t even see that the girl’s condition was further stabilized. 

The doctor’s conclusion was that he would wake up at the earliest tomorrow 

night and the next morning at the latest. 

Emily Gale felt relieved. 

That night, she made an excuse and did not look back at home after leaving 

the hospital. 

She went to another place. 

The entrance of the room is actually no different from the normal top suite. 

But because it was his room, it seemed to have a cold atmosphere. 

Emily Gale knocked on the door, and it was Aspen Li who opened the door. 



Aspen Li didn’t seem surprised to see her. 

Emily Gale had to wonder whether they knew his whereabouts all the time. 

Aspen Li’s expression is really unacceptable. 

They knew she was coming? 

In my heart, that unwillingness is getting stronger and stronger, but there is 

no alternative. 

“Miss Ranran, are you here?” Sure enough, Aspen Li didn’t even mean to hide 

what he knew. 

“Why did you know that I was here?” Emily Gale frowned, still unwilling. 

She believed that Gale Mingyang and Zyden Gale, the two cousins, would 

never reveal her whereabouts. 

What’s more, the two of them didn’t even know that she was here. 

If you knew it, it would never be allowed. 

“Nothing, the young master guessed that you would come.” 

Aspen Li smiled and opened the door of the room. 

Emily Gale took a deep breath before walking in. 

Aspen Li left without saying a word. 

The moment the door was closed behind her, I don’t know why, and suddenly, 

there was a feeling of returning to the golden cage. 



Emily Gale stood behind the door, staring at the man sitting on the sofa 

drinking, her palms squeezed. 

Hunter Jackson didn’t even lift his head, and while pouring himself wine, he 

was reading some documents. 

Emily Gale didn’t know how long he watched him. When the two of them 

didn’t speak, the atmosphere in the room became more rigid and low. 

After a long while, Emily Gale took a deep breath and walked in front of him. 

“Young Master Jackson, can I talk to you?” “If I disagree, do you think you can 

come into my room?” Hunter Jackson still didn’t look up. 

After reading the document, he threw it aside, and he poured himself a glass. 

Red wine. 

While drinking, the talent leaned on the sofa and gave her a light glance. 

His attitude was very cold, but at least, he gave her a chance to speak. 

After all, he “agreed” to let her in, didn’t he? 

“Why did you tell Zyden Gale that you want me to be a bargain?” Hunter 

Jackson’s attitude was so cold that Emily Gale suddenly forgot the lines he had 

thought up before entering the door. 

Hunter Jackson lifted the cup, his indifferent gaze fell on her. 

Such a look made Emily Gale feel a little uneasy about resistance. 

This man, she could never see his thoughts, never guess what he was thinking. 

When you think you know him enough, maybe you just cheated yourself. 



“Young Master Jackson, what do you want?” “I want you.” 

Hunter Jackson’s current attitude makes people almost maddened by 

understatement. 

He smiled: “Didn’t I say it very clearly?” Emily Gale didn’t know whether his 

words were true or false. 

“I don’t think I have so much value.” 

After all, the agreement between her and him has not ended. Now, if he really 

wants her, can she resist? 

What is the point of doing this? 

“I said, I want you.” 

Hunter Jackson’s words didn’t mean a joke at all. 

But his next words completely chilled Emily Gale’s heart. 

“However, there is a condition, that is, the people who care for the family will 

give you to me personally.” 

“Hunter Jackson!” Emily Gale squeezed her palm and understood it all at once. 

“You want to humiliate our Gale family!” “It seems that you are not stupid yet.” 

Hunter Jackson had no intention of hiding in front of her. 

This laugh made Emily Gale chill. 

She held her palm, her fingertips kept tightening: “Why?” “You don’t need to 

know.” 



“So, even if I come to tell you now, I am willing to follow you, you won’t help?” 

Self-esteem, but just know that Zyden Gale really did his best. 

The current Gale family, under the leadership of Kylena Gale, is at stake. 

She has failed enough anyway, even if she is sent to Hunter Jackson to 

humiliate him, what does it matter? 

But what he wants to humiliate now is not her, but the whole Gale family. 

She doesn’t allow it! 

“I won’t let Gale’s family fall to this point, and I won’t let you succeed!” 

Grandpa’s current situation, if he is humiliated again, he might really not 

survive. 

She didn’t know the deep hatred between Hunter Jackson and the Gale family, 

but now for her, making grandpa better is the key! 

Emily Gale turned and left. 

But she didn’t want to. 

She hadn’t gotten out of the hotel room, and even before her fingers could 

touch the door handle, a figure flashed in front of her. His tall body was 

standing behind the door, blocking her in front of her. 

“Get out of the way!” Emily Gale’s face sank. 

Hunter Jackson snorted coldly: “What do you want to do?” “What does it have 

to do with you?” No matter what she wants to do, the ultimate goal is not to 

let Gale and Grandpa get into trouble! 

As for her, she doesn’t care about the so-called future! 



“What on earth do you want to do?” Hunter Jackson narrowed his eyes and 

suddenly grabbed her wrist. 

“You want to fight me!” “I don’t have the guts.” 

Emily Gale raised his head, met his cold eyes, and sneered. 

“Why should I fight you?” “Since you know, don’t try to do things that irritate 

me! 

“She now looks so desperate, and I don’t know why, it makes him feel a little 

flustered. However, Emily Gale doesn’t expect to see any hope from him! “I 

don’t want to make you angry.” 

“Her voice is very indifferent, not how cold it is, but it’s just that there is no 

temperature. Even, it does not mean disappointment. When you no longer 

have hope for that person, where does the disappointment come from? 

Disappointment, fundamentally It doesn’t exist. 

“Young Master Jackson, I still have something to do, please let me go. 

Hunter Jackson did not speak, but stared coldly at her face. This girl, at this 

moment, made her unable to see through! He didn’t like this feeling, he had 

to see her through! He had to know, what she was What do you want to do? 

“Young Master Jackson, you have completely pushed me away from the time 

you asked me and grandpa’s hair samples to be replaced. Now, all I have to do 

is related to myself. I don’t think it has anything to do with you. 

“Unless you tell me, what do you want to do?” 

The anxiety that originated from deep in my heart made Hunter Jackson 

inexplicably irritable. But Emily Gale was still calm as water. 

She shook her head and smiled: “Since it’s useless to ask you, I can only find a 

way by myself.” 



, Don’t worry, I will not involve you in anything I do. 
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With you, I can’t bear Emily Gale’s words being serious, and Hunter Jackson 

also believes that she will not do anything in his name. 

But now he doesn’t care about this at all! 

What he cared about was the frustration in her eyes just now, what does it 

mean? 

“Young Master Jackson, please get away.” 

Emily Gale wanted to push him away. 

Instead, he clasped his wrist. 

“Since I’m here, you want to leave without taking care of me?” He couldn’t see 

through, so he simply didn’t let go! 

I don’t know what I’m upset about, but I just feel a little inexplicable. Now let 

her go, he…will regret it. 

However, he has lived for more than 20 years, when did he regret it? 

He will not regret it, all of this is completely in his grasp. 

Zyden Gale is now desperate. He just waits. 

After the old Gale family wakes up, he faces this mess that makes him unable 

to face it! 

For a human spirit like him, even if he kills him now, it won’t cause him much 

pain! 



What’s more, Hunter Jackson did not intend to take the life of his father! 

Only by letting him see with his own eyes, the Gale family that he managed 

with his own hands, years of hard work will soon be destroyed. 

Only let him see with his own eyes that his children and grandchildren have 

endured endless pain for the mistakes he made back then. 

Such torture was the most tragic revenge for the old man! 

No one can get away with it after hurting his Jackson family! 

He gave him a chance to explain, but Mr. Gale couldn’t say a word of 

explanation. 

With silence, he admitted everything he had done back then! 

And now, how could he start to be nervous, even upset, because of a little 

girl’s careful thoughts? 

He admires Joseph, who is so easy to shake? 

“Heh, your agreement with me hasn’t expired yet?” Hunter Jackson’s sudden 

smile made Emily Gale subconsciously want to back off. 

But the hand is in his palm, she can’t get back! 

“What are you going to do?” She frowned, thinking that she was already in 

stagnant water. 

But I don’t want to, in front of him, it is still easy to be afraid. 

But what is she afraid of? 

At this time, she didn’t need to be afraid. 



“Do you want me to fulfill my promise?” She smiled indifferently, and shook it 

lightly, but did not shake his hand off. 

Emily Gale raised his head and looked at him: “Just let me fulfill my promise, 

you have to let go of me first, otherwise, how can I undress?” Hunter Jackson 

was very unhappy with her broken can! 

“You are so anxious to serve me?” “Of course not, I don’t want to serve you at 

all, but don’t I owe you?” This woman! 

Can’t speak nicer? 

These words made Hunter Jackson more irritated 

Come. 

He suddenly pulled her over and carried her on his shoulders. 

Emily Gale’s face changed greatly in fright, and she subconsciously wanted to 

reach out to protect her stomach. 

But his shoulders are on her lower abdomen, this posture can’t be avoided 

anyway! 

She was so frightened that she immediately got up to protect her belly after 

being thrown on the bed by Hunter Jackson. 

But his tall body slammed down, trapping her petite body under his arms. 

“Don’t…” 

She panicked, with a panic in her eyes. 



Hunter Jackson squinted his eyes and suddenly smiled coldly: “What about the 

disdain and calmness just now? I like pretending so much!” She is not 

pretending! 

It just remembered that in the current state of her body, she couldn’t bear his 

terrifying power at all. 

Hunter Jackson was in bed, really terrifying! 

Especially, when he was angered. 

Just now, she shouldn’t be arrogant to make him angry. 

“I’m sorry, Young Master Jackson, I was wrong, will you forgive me?” For the 

sake of the child, her pride and her calmness are all gone. 

However, such a docile woman made the anger in Hunter Jackson’s chest burn 

even more! 

Since she chose to take the proud route, why didn’t she stick to it? 

What is the purpose of being so docile now? 

He couldn’t understand, unexpectedly, couldn’t understand this woman at all! 

Emily Gale didn’t know where he was offending him. 

Hunter Jackson couldn’t see through her, when would she see through this 

man? 

Between the two people, there seems to be an invisible mountain forever. 

Before, she wanted to go over, but now, she suddenly realized that even if she 

went over, she would be thrown back by him. 



She had no hope for this man who might have a deep hatred with their family. 

Just as she didn’t pray for knowing what Gale’s family owed him from him. 

What he doesn’t want to say, even if you put a knife on his neck, he won’t say 

it. 

“Major Jackson, I was really wrong, I…” 

He didn’t want to hear such unconscionable words, the only way he didn’t 

need to hear was to plug her mouth! 

Emily Gale gave up struggling from the beginning, and struggling was of no 

use to Lu Dashao’s side. 

It’s just that when he k*ssed her lips and breathing was a little difficult, 

suddenly his stomach began to irritate. 

“Um…” 

She tried to push him away. 

The oxygen in the chest became thinner and thinner, and the stomach was 

noisy and left. 

Her struggling strength gradually increased. 

Hunter Jackson locked her slender body tightly. 

The more she struggled, the stronger his impulse to conquer. 

The thin lips finally moved away from her lips, and when she was about to k*ss 

her neck, Emily Gale suddenly wowed and retched her head. 



Hunter Jackson’s brow furrowed suddenly, and at the moment of excitement, 

he turned out to be… his face was very ugly. 

but, 

This girl didn’t seem to be provoking him on purpose. 

Although she could not vomit anything, her face paled suddenly. 

“How is it?” Hunter Jackson helped her. 

Emily Gale pushed him away, got off the bed, and rushed to the bathroom 

quickly. 

Running so fast, even the footsteps were unstable, so that Hunter Jackson 

jumped up from the bed and walked quickly behind her. 

“Slow down!” Emily Gale suspected that she had misheard, and Master Jackson 

would care about her? 

But now she has no extra energy to think about it. 

The stomach is really uncomfortable, and the uncomfortable retching can’t 

stop at all. 

Hunter Jackson stood by the door, watching her retching against the toilet, 

wanting to help, but couldn’t do anything. 

But… retching? 

I don’t know how long it took before Emily Gale took a sigh of relief. 

The turmoil in the stomach was finally quiet, she walked to the sink, held a 

handful of water, and washed her face clean. 



In the mirror, the man behind him furrowed his eyebrows and was staring at 

her thoughtfully. 

“You…” 

Emily Gale panicked, and the woman retched. 

The first thing that people think of is pregnancy. 

This is how it is expressed in TV novels! 

She was afraid that after Hunter Jackson knew that she was pregnant with a 

child, she didn’t know what to do with her. 

Judging from the grievances between him and the Gale family now, his own 

child did not come at the right time! 

Under Hunter Jackson’s suspicious gaze, Emily Gale’s face sank and said coldly: 

“Sorry, Young Master Jackson, with you, I… I can’t stand it.” 

Chapter 437 

As long as you stay with him now, she can’t stand it, so…wanna vomit? 

Hunter Jackson’s face has never been so ugly as it is now. 

For the first time in my life, I was disgusted by a woman, and I was disgusted 

to the point of throwing up! 

As soon as Emily Gale stood up straight, he suddenly felt his wrist tighten. 

“Young Master Jackson…” 

She was pulled and went out of the bathroom, this time, she threw it heavily 

on the bed. 



Before struggling, he flipped her over. 

“Since you see that I want to vomit, don’t look at it!” With a hiss, he tore off a 

large piece of fabric from her clothes. 

The snow-white skin suddenly appeared in his sight. 

“Major Jackson…” 

His movements couldn’t be said to be rough, but she could feel the breath of 

the beast emanating from him. 

It’s like a wild wolf! 

This time, she really stepped on his bottom line, making him completely 

angry! 

“Hunter Jackson, don’t touch me! Don’t!” She doesn’t care how dirty her body 

is, but she can’t care about the child in her stomach! 

“Hunter Jackson, let go, let go…ah!” Her clothes were almost completely torn 

by him! 

The snow-white body trembled in his sight. 

There was a violent scarlet in Hunter Jackson’s eyes, and when she was about 

to pull her legs apart, there was a sudden knock on the door outside the 

room. 

“Young Master Jackson, open the door!” Aspen Li rushed over and said 

anxiously: “Young Master Gale, our young master has already rested, please…” 

“Ranran, are you inside? Ranran! Come out!” Zyden Gale’s The voice sounded 

indescribably anxious, and behind him, there was Gale Mingyang’s call: “Of 



course, you come out, come out!” After that, there was a dispute, and it was 

obvious that Aspen Li was stopping the two. 

However, there are two of them, Aspen Li alone, it seems a little bit careless. 

With a bang, Zyden Gale kicked on the door of the room. 

The heavy door was just so close, it was about to be kicked open. 

The hostility in Hunter Jackson’s eyes was heavier, and he got up from Emily 

Gale and pulled the quilt to cover her. 

By the time Zyden Gale landed his second foot on the door, Hunter Jackson 

had already arranged his clothes, and his indifferent eyes fell on the door. 

The door finally couldn’t hold on, and Zyden Gale kicked it open. 

Zyden Gale rushed in, and Gale Mingyang followed behind him, walking in 

quickly. 

Aspen Li had no choice but to look at Hunter Jackson with an apologetic 

expression. 

Hunter Jackson ignored him, and looked at the person entering the door 

lightly. 

Seeing Emily Gale sitting on the bed under the quilt, his exposed shoulders 

and his clothes were obviously torn, Zyden Gale’s eyes turned scarlet instantly! 

“I said, you don’t need to do this!” He walked over, took off his coat, and 

wrapped Emily Gale tightly. 

“Go home!” Emily Gale took off 



The set was closed, and when he got out of the bed, he didn’t even look at 

Hunter Jackson. 

She walked to Zyden Gale’s side, lowered her head and said nothing. 

Gale Mingyang wanted to slap himself to death. 

I blame him, if I hadn’t said those things to Ranran, how could this girl come 

here on the initiative? 

He glared at Hunter Jackson: “What kind of gentleman is when he is in 

danger?” “When did I say that I am a gentleman?” Hunter Jackson sneered at 

this. 

His gaze crossed Zyden Gale, and fell on Emily Gale’s small slap face. 

He suddenly raised his lips, and such a smile made the woman crazy, but also 

chilling. 

“I didn’t seem to have done anything excessive, isn’t it because this girl 

voluntarily ran to the door to play with me?” “Hunter Jackson!” Zyden Gale’s 

fist was clenched tightly, and the knuckles were so tight that they bounced. 

The gurgling sound. 

Emily Gale tugged at the corners of his clothes and whispered: “It is true that I 

delivered it to the door by myself. 

It has nothing to do with him.” 

The matter was probably not negotiated. 

She is helpless, but she can only helpless. 

“Brother Zyden, let’s go home.” 



She didn’t want to stay in this place, never wanted to see this man again. 

After he said that he had sent him to the door to play with, she knew that the 

only expectation of him was completely gone. 

Zyden Gale gritted his teeth, finally took a deep breath, wrapped Emily Gale in 

his arms, turned and left. 

“Do you think he can really solve Gale’s problem?” Hunter Jackson’s voice 

came from behind him in a chilly voice. 

His gaze was only on Emily Gale’s body: “He has no way to deal with Gale’s 

current problem.” 

Emily Gale paused, biting his lip, his fingertips taut. 

She didn’t understand this man. Since she didn’t plan to help, why would she 

say such ridicule? 

This is not his style of doing things. 

Perhaps even Hunter Jackson himself did not understand what he wanted to 

do now. 

Just at the moment he saw this girl leave with Zyden Gale, he suddenly felt a 

feeling of being stripped of his heart. 

It was like feeling that once she was gone, perhaps, in this life, she would 

never return to him. 

Hunter Jackson didn’t admit that he cared, maybe, he just didn’t get tired of 

this woman. 

“I changed my mind.” 



He casually lit himself a cigarette. 

In fact, Aspen Li knew very well that the young master ignited at this time, just 

trying to hide some emotions. 

But, what on earth is hiding, perhaps, only the young master himself knows. 

Emily Gale looked back and looked at Hunter Jackson. 

Although he didn’t speak, he didn’t know why. 

At this moment, she seemed to understand what he meant. 

Hunter Jackson smiled, but this smile actually made her see a trace of anxiety? 

She suspected that she was wrong. 

“you 

Staying, I settled the agreement between Gale family and Jackson family. 

“He flicked his finger, but the cigarette ash did not fall. 

It is because he has done the finger flicking action several times. This is really 

not the style of Joseph doing things, so restless, he has never been so restless. 

I’ve seen him before. Emily Gale’s footsteps moved subconsciously, but the 

person was pulled back by Zyden Gale in the next second. 

“Are you crazy? 

“This girl actually wants to stay. Is she stupid? “I don’t need my grandfather to 

agree to send me. Isn’t it the best result?” 

“As long as they don’t tell me about this, grandpa won’t know. Now, Emily 

Gale really doesn’t know about Gale’s problem except for Hunter Jackson’s 



attack. What else can they do? Unless someone exposes that Kylena Gale is 

not Gale’s grandson Miss Gale’s matter, start an investigation. 

Then Kylena Gale will be suspected of fraud. 

The agreement signed on behalf of Gale may be invalidated. But if this is the 

case, Emily Gale’s posture will definitely expose the matter of Emily Gale as 

Miss Gale Jiasun. 

The matter between Emily Gale and Zyden Gale will be further fermented. By 

then, the matter may be resolved. However, it is bound to ruin Emily Gale’s 

life. Zyden Gale gently hugged her in his arms, although the voice is not 

heavy, but the words , But the most sincere. 

“As long as our family is together, even if the Gale family is gone, it doesn’t 

matter. 

Chapter 438 

The wind is cold, and the heart is also cold. Gale Mingyang also walked over. 

Although he is not like Zyden Gale, he is so familiar with Emily Gale. 

However, he is also Emily Gale’s cousin, his little cousin, he also has the 

responsibility of guarding. 

“The Gale family is gone, we will start again. What’s the big deal.” 

He took Emily Gale’s hand and smiled sincerely: “It’s okay, can our family 

starve to death?” Yes, it won’t be starving. Death, what are you afraid of! 

Gale’s is gone, there is still his company. 

Even if his company is gone, everyone still has hands and feet. 



Maybe they can’t live a rich life, but at least, they won’t let their women suffer. 

At this point, he believed that with his and Zyden brother’s ability, he would 

definitely be able to do it. 

“Let’s go.” 

Zyden Gale hugged Emily Gale’s shoulders, her voice soft and unspeakable: 

“Don’t be afraid, we are here.” 

Emily Gale was very sad. 

In the end, he just nodded and walked to the door with them. 

Hunter Jackson did not block, nor did he stand for blocking. 

After they left, Aspen Li hesitated, walked to the door and closed the door. 

The moment I turned around, the young master had already left the morning 

table and poured himself a glass of red wine. 

The smoke in his hand almost burned out, but Hunter Jackson still raised his 

finger and took a deep breath. 

“Young Master,” Aspen Li hesitated for a while before asking softly, “Do you 

really care about the Five Young Masters?” The Gale family looks like this. 

Kylena Gale and Jackson Peitang signed the agreement. Zyden Gale will be 

around for a while. 

It can’t be solved. 

Once the project starts, the contract will eventually be broken. In fact, it is not 

good for both parties. 



The most important thing is that although he feels the resentment of the 

young master towards the old man Jackson, he also sees the young master’s 

care for Emily Gale. 

The young master is now between hate and liking. 

At this time, he took a wrong step, and maybe he can’t look back in the future. 

“Young Master…” 

“Go out.” 

Hunter Jackson’s back is always unspeakably cold, and there is no doubt about 

this. 

Aspen Li had no choice but to breathe out and turned to leave. 

When he left, he still couldn’t help, risking angering the young master, 

reminding: “I just… don’t want to see the young master regretting in the 

future.” 

Hunter Jackson hummed coldly, and didn’t want to bother him. 

regret? 

He wanted to do things in Joseph, and he never knew what the two words 

regret mean. 

Regret, that is absolutely impossible! 

He had given the girl a chance, and he even thought that as long as she 

stayed just now, he would no longer pursue the old man’s affairs. 

He didn’t want to bother about Gale’s mess. 



At that time, he really had an urge to take Emily Gale with him. 

Just take her away and bring her back to Beiling. 

The past grievances and grievances, he… hand it over to the police, and learn 

to let go. 

! 

Thinking about it now, it was really just an impulse. 

He will not let go! 

How old Gale’s old man hurt his grandmother, he now has to pay back ten 

times! 

He not only wants to bankrupt Gale, but also humiliates him severely! 

Finally, send him to prison! 

Anyone who has hurt grandma can never let it go! 

Absolutely not! 

… Unprepared, Emily Gale shivered severely. 

I don’t know where the coolness made her feel uncomfortable. 

“What’s the matter?” Gale Mingyang, who was sitting with her, saw that she 

was shaking, and immediately took off his coat and put it on her. 

Seeing that the clothes under her outside had been torn to pieces, Gale 

Mingyang felt guilty. 

“I’m sorry, I shouldn’t tell you this.” 



“You shouldn’t!” Zyden Gale was still angry, “Is it necessary to worry women 

when I was at home?” Gale Mingyang knew he had made a mistake, so he 

didn’t dare to hum. Scream. 

Emily Gale looked at Zyden Gale, who was driving ahead, and asked softly, 

“Brother Zyden, do you have a better way now?” “I will continue to contact the 

shareholders to see if they can take part in Grandpa’s favor. Come on, help.” 

Emily Gale didn’t ask anything. In fact, Zyden Gale couldn’t help it at this point. 

In this matter, he was not just facing Jackson Peitang and Kylena Gale. 

Jackson Peitang represents the Jackson family, and Jackson, the current 

president is Hunter Jackson. 

As long as Hunter Jackson had the heart to deal with them, breaking the 

contract at this time might really make the Gale family restless. 

“Grandpa will wake up soon.” 

She lowered her head and grabbed her coat. 

“Don’t tell Grandpa about this tonight, I’m afraid he won’t be able to handle 

it.” 

“Don’t worry, when Grandpa wakes up, we will formally sue Kylena Gale.” 

Gale Mingyang hummed, resenting Kylena Gale. 

However, Zyden Gale did not agree with these words. 

He hasn’t thought of a way yet to cool down his affairs with Emily Gale. 

At this time, if Kylena Gale was irritated enough, she might die and tell 

everything. 



Zyden Gale was worried that the pressure of public opinion would make Emily 

Gale unbearable. 

Emily Gale didn’t speak either, just looked out the window. 

Outside the window, the night scenes passed by. 

The wind is very cold, and the heart is also very cold. 

… 

The next night, the old man really woke up early. 

But although he woke up, his consciousness was still very confused. 

He even couldn’t even recognize the people around him. 

The doctor said that this was a sequelae of a stroke and it would take time for 

him to recover slowly. 

Therefore, in this state, it is unlikely that he should come forward to sue Kylena 

Gale. 

“Don’t force him, let grandpa rest first.” 

For Emily Gale, grandpa is better than anything else. 

While feeding her grandfather and drinking porridge, she said: “These things, 

let’s talk about it later.” 

Zyden Gale didn’t say anything. 

Although Gale Qinghe and Gale Qinglian were anxious, they could only remain 

silent in this situation. 



Everything, wait until Dad’s health gets better. 

It was late at night, and Gale Qinghe and Gale Qinglian returned home. Gale 

Mingyang went back to his company to work overtime. Zyden Gale lived in a 

ward not far away and was also working overtime. 

Only Emily Gale was still guarding the old man’s side, rubbing his arm for him. 

“Grandpa, I don’t know what you are thinking now, but I know, can you hear 

what we are saying?” The old man said nothing, his expression a little stiff. 

“Grandpa, don’t be anxious. 

Actually, in my heart, as long as a family is together, it is better than anything.” 

“We won’t let you be wronged or scared.” 

She lowered her head, there was a tear in the corner of her eye, but there was 

never Let it fall. 

“Grandpa, you believe me, there will be nothing wrong, as long as you get 

better, everything will be fine.” 

The old man’s fingers tightened, and he actually held her hand. 

Emily Gale quickly wiped away the tears from the corner of his eyes, looked at 

him, and smiled slightly: “Grandpa, you must work hard to get better, as long 

as you get better, everything will be fine, you believe me!” 

Chapter 439 

She said no, but it was not too early in the morning. In the ward next to the 

old man, there was still a slender figure busy. 



She closed the curtains so that no one could see what the people inside were 

doing. 

The notebook was on the table, her fingers kept jumping on top. 

If you look closer, you will see that a plan is displayed on the screen. 

Ten slender, white fingers were still tapping on the keyboard. 

It was early in the morning, and Emily Gale didn’t even mean to rest. 

I don’t know how long it took, but suddenly, the phone rang. 

In such a quiet night, in a quiet space, a bell suddenly rang, which really scared 

her. 

Why would anyone call her at so late? 

Emily Gale hurriedly took the phone over and saw that it was He Lingzhi’s 

phone. 

During the recent period, Emily Gale has lost much contact with them. 

In addition, everyone is busy and there is not much time to communicate. 

Apart from work, basically, there is nothing else to communicate. 

He Lingzhi called so late… Emily Gale’s heart trembled, what was the most 

feared thing. 

“Lingzhi?” “Ranran, Ranran…” 

He Lingzhi on the other end of the phone was so anxious that he couldn’t 

even speak clearly. 



Emily Gale felt a chill in her heart. 

She was most afraid of something happening. 

She was so afraid that her hands were shaking. 

“Lingzhi, don’t… don’t do this, speak slowly.” 

Her voice was very stiff, she was shaking all over, she was very scared! 

Xiaomi was still in the hospital, and He Lingzhi suddenly called such a phone 

call, did she want to tell her that Xiaomi is not working? 

Do not! 

Xiaomi is still so young and as old as a flower, how can it be so bad? 

No, absolutely not! 

“Lingzhi…” 

“Ran, Xiaomi she…” 

He Lingzhi choked up and completely blocked her own words. 

Emily Gale’s eyes went black and almost fainted. 

The phone slipped from his fingers and fell to the ground with a bang. 

She couldn’t recover, and the whole world seemed to collapse more than half. 

She can’t even breathe! 



In the phone on the ground, He Lingzhi’s voice was still wearing: “Ranran, 

what are you doing? Ranran, I haven’t finished speaking yet, Ranran…” 

However, Emily Gale seemed to hear nothing, she didn’t want to Hear it! 

Holding his face in both hands, tears slid off the ground. 

Xiaomi… On the phone, He Lingzhi’s voice finally calmed down: “Ranran, are 

you still listening to me? Xiaomi woke up, of course, Xiaomi woke up!” Emily 

Gale suddenly raised his head, a little unbelievable. Ears, what did she just 

hear? 

Picking up the phone from the ground in a hurry, Emily Gale’s usual 

gentleness was completely gone. 

Looking at the phone, I was too irritable! 

“He Lingzhi, tell me clearly 

Chu, did Xiaomi wake up? 

“Yes, Xiaomi woke up, and the situation improved rapidly. Now, the 

consciousness is clear, but it is still weak. 

“He Lingzhi was really too excited just now. Because of the excitement, he 

couldn’t even hold the phone, let alone whether he could speak clearly. Before 

she could finish speaking, Emily Gale was so scared that the phone dropped. 

“He Lingzhi, you bastard! 

Can’t speak anymore! 

I scared her to death! I really want to scare her to death! Emily Gale sat on the 

ground, and for a while, she couldn’t get up. 



“Sorry, sorry, of course, I didn’t mean it, but I was really too excited. 

“He Lingzhi heard her choking voice, and immediately felt guilty. 

“Don’t worry, the doctor said, Xiaomi’s situation will soon get better. 

“Of course, don’t be sad, Xiaomi is fine. I went to see her just now, and she has 

a clear consciousness. 

She said she has something to tell you, but she is still very weak. I will let her 

contact you later. 

“Don’t worry, let her take care of her body first.” 

Emily Gale breathed a sigh of relief. When she got up from the ground, she 

was still very weak. 

She had to hold a chair to get up. 

She went back to the notebook and sat down. 

She raised her hand and wiped her forehead. 

The wiping off is actually full of cold sweat. He Lingzhi, this fellow, is really 

going to be scared to death by her. 

“I still have something on my side. I can’t come back for the time being. Take 

good care of Xiaomi. 

“Don’t worry, there will be no problems with me. You can do your thing with 

peace of mind.” 

“Although He Lingzhi didn’t know what Emily Gale was going to do, she 

seemed to be able to feel that what she was doing was definitely not easy. 

Emily Gale didn’t say much. 



After hanging up the phone, he was about to continue working, and the 

phone rang again. Got up. 

She immediately picked up: “God. 

“What happened to Xiaomi…” 

“Lingzhi told me. Just now, she didn’t speak clearly, and she was almost scared 

to death. 

Thinking of it, Emily Gale still felt a little bit scared, it was a lingering fear. But 

now, it is really relieved. 

“You still don’t sleep so late?” 

“Her voice sounded very clear, and it didn’t look like she was awakened in the 

middle of the night. Jackson Tianyou frowned and didn’t plan to call her at 

first, but she couldn’t help but tell the good news right away. 

She. When she called just now, her mobile phone was always busy, and he 

knew that someone must be in front of him to announce the good news to 

her. 

“I… didn’t this wake Lingzhi? 

I didn’t stay up late, really. 

“She looked at the screen of the laptop. If Jackson Tianyou knows that she is 

still doing things, she will be nagging for a long time and complaining that she 

doesn’t cherish her body. 

Although Tianyou doesn’t talk very much, but if it’s her body, God bless. Will 

become special 

can say. 



Jackson Tianyou didn’t say anything, and nodded: “Well, now that you know, 

you should be able to rest assured now and go to bed earlier.” 

“Wait a minute.” 

“Huh?” Emily Gale asked to wait. Jackson Tianyou certainly would wait. 

“What’s the matter?” Emily Gale thought for a while, and then said, “God, do 

you have any relatives in Beiling?” Jackson Tianyou was a little surprised: 

“Don’t you know that I am an orphan?” …It’s nothing, just ask.” 

Jackson Tianyou still wanted to ask, but Emily Gale hadn’t given him a chance: 

“It’s late, I really want to rest, and I will get up tomorrow morning to take care 

of Grandpa Gale.” 

“You and Gale’s family People…” 

In fact, Jackson Tianyou wanted to ask, what was going on with her and Zyden 

Gale, wasn’t she with Hunter Jackson? 

However, he couldn’t ask a word of those words. 

As long as she is well, he doesn’t care who she is with. 

If Zyden Gale can give her happiness, then, in Jackson Tianyou’s opinion, 

Zyden Gale might be more suitable for her. 

After all, the man Hunter Jackson is really too difficult to grasp. 

Emily Gale knew what he wanted to ask, she smiled and said, “Brother Zyden 

and I really don’t have that special relationship. That night… well, something 

happened, but the photos on the Internet were taken deliberately. 

“Yeah.” 



Jackson Tianyou really didn’t ask a single word, she said no, that was no. 

He believed her. 

Chapter 440 

After cutting the grass and rooting and calling Jackson Tianyou, Emily Gale put 

down the phone and continued to work. 

This work plan, she wrote very detailed and very clear. 

Under the dim light of the room, the figure became thinner and thinner. 

It was not until dawn that she closed the document, closed the computer, and 

lay down on the bed. 

For several days, everyone was very busy. 

Zyden Gale was indeed a little overwhelmed. Gale Mingyang, the second 

young master who had never liked working in the Gale family, also ran to the 

Gale family almost every day during this period. 

I heard that this cooperation project is very satisfied. 

Although Zyden Gale has been explaining to the elders, this project is very 

likely to cause heavy losses to Gale. 

However, when they saw the Five Young Master Jackson’s coming over from 

Beiling, all their doubts completely disappeared. 

The Jackson family is sincere, otherwise, the fifth young master of the Jackson 

family would not come in person. 

In particular, I heard that Young Master Jackson is also in Lingzhou. 



Although I don’t know if it is related to this project, Young Master Jackson is 

the president of Jackson’s family. He was in Lingzhou and was even 

photographed with Kylena Gale before. 

Based on the relationship between two people, who else would suspect that 

there is a problem with Kylena Gale’s project? 

As for the policy issues mentioned by Zyden Gale, in fact, there has not been 

any news about it so far. 

No one knows whether this policy is true or not. 

These shareholders are all in the wealthy, and they have watched a lot of the 

drama of the power struggle within the wealthy. 

Zyden Gale has now even been removed from the position of president, and 

he is naturally full of hostility towards Kylena Gale, Miss Gale Jiasun. 

Zyden Gale tossed so many things, maybe it was just to compete with Kylena 

Gale for the family property. 

But in fact, the old man transferred all the shares to Kylena Gale, everyone 

should know who the old man trusts most. 

Now, the old man didn’t come out to speak, and he didn’t know if Zyden Gale 

took the emperor to make the princes. 

At this time, if you don’t join forces with Gale Jiazheng and Miss Sun, what if 

Gale really falls into the hands of someone with a foreign surname? 

No one has forgotten that Zyden Gale himself does not have the last name 

Gale. 

“Young Master Fifth, even I am surprised that the person behind is you.” 



After the dinner with the shareholders, Kylena Gale walked into Jackson 

Peitang’s room. 

The person who had been giving her orders from behind turned out to be 

Jackson Peitang, which was beyond her expectations. 

This fifth young master of the Jackson family had also met several times in the 

Jackson family. 

Kylena Gale naturally didn’t know that he had so many intricate relationships 

with herself, but Jackson Peitang knew. 

He has never revealed anything, this acting is really admirable. 

Jackson Peitang did not speak, picked up the glass, and took a sip of the red 

wine. 

Kylena Gale walked to him, leaning on the chair 

On, this figure is graceful and graceful. 

She brushed off her long hair at random, and her whole person suddenly 

showed a different style. 

“There is no need to scratch your head in front of me, you are far from Emily 

Gale.” 

“You…” 

Kylena Gale suddenly changed her face. 

Everyone is a cooperative relationship, what he said is really hurtful. 

She is no longer the former Kylena Gale who had nothing. Could it be that he 

can’t look at her differently? 



Why is the attitude towards her still the same as before? 

Kylena Gale’s face sank, her chin lifted slightly, half proud and half 

unconvinced. 

“Fifth Young Master, I now have all the shares of the old man in my hand. I am 

the richest woman in Lingzhou.” 

She said that with great pride! 

“Is this money really yours?” Jackson Peitang smiled, disapproving. 

“Are you worried that the old man will sue me after he wakes up?” Kylena Gale 

sneered, not caring. 

“If he really doesn’t care about Emily Gale, let him sue!” She didn’t believe it, 

the old man would really not care about Emily Gale. 

Once this matter broke out, Emily Gale and his own cousin would do 

something like that, that woman would be ruined all her life! 

Didn’t Mr. Gale always say that family members are the most important? 

Dare he? 

“You are really confident.” 

Jackson Peitang smiled a little coldly. 

“Of course I have confidence.” 

If the Gale family really intends to disclose Emily Gale’s identity, it would 

already have been made public by now. 



Everyone in the Gale family thinks that they are really that great, and they can 

bear everything for the sake of family love. 

Those of them, they are almost touched by themselves! 

In order to protect a Emily Gale, even the Gale clan was no longer needed. 

It was really touching. 

“Heh, Young Master Five, you don’t have to worry about my business.” 

Therefore, she is still the richest woman in Lingzhou, and her status is not bad 

at all in front of him. 

Unfortunately, this richest woman in Lingzhou, in Jackson Peitang’s eyes, is still 

the same as before. 

Stupid, proud, only worthy of being a chess piece. 

“I advise you to close your mind. Recently, don’t be too swagger outside, 

and…” 

His eyes were condensed, the cup was lowered, and his fingers tightened 

slightly. 

“If you want to stand on a high place forever, you must do things without 

leaving the curse.” 

“What do you mean?” Kylena Gale’s heart shook for a while, and her heart 

suddenly became a little cold: “You…couldn’t, want me… …Cut the roots and 

kill the old man?” “I didn’t say anything, this is your own business.” 

Jackson Peitang seemed to be afraid that he would be guilty, shrugged, and 

he laughed: “Anyway, if the old man is fine After that, go to sue you, then you 

will also lose.” 



Their Jackson Clan will not lose, and the agreement is signed, they are not 

responsible for any problems. 

Even, it is very likely to receive compensation. 

Liquidated damages, but a lot. 

“You…” 

Kylena Gale stared at him fiercely. 

At this time, I have to come to tell her clearly between you and me. Is it too 

much? 

When there is value in use, she is their person. 

When there is no use value, things become her own. 

“Why? Do you still want to blame me for failing?” Jackson Peitang suddenly 

laughed, leaning on the back of the chair, squinting at her. 

Looking at her eyes is like watching a joke. 

“Kylena Gale, how much work and time did I spend to help you get all this? 

Without me, do you think you can be Miss Gale Jiasun?” Kylena Gale clenched 

her fists and said nothing. 

He was right. Without his arrangement, he would not have been able to get 

there anyway. 

She has already set foot on this road, and it is impossible to leave halfway. 

“Fifth Young Master.” 



Kylena Gale calmed down and softened her voice, “I know, I will always be 

yours. I will do what you ask me to do. I will not complain.” 

She After a pause, he continued: “Then, let me come over so late, do you have 

any instructions for Young Master Five?” 

 


